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Media guide

Dropbox, Google Drive or WeTransfer *URL

Images*Required

Image file format: .JPG or .PNG with a minimum of *1080 pixels wide. Minimum of *10 images, 
maximum of 20 images. Image with watermarks will not be approved.

Visit the AO Magazine (at www.archoskar.com or ARCH OSKAR's social media platforms) for 
recommended image lighting, perspectives, white balance and angels of the project.

Videos*Required

Video file format: .MP4 with a minimum quality of *480p. Recommended video duration is 3-15 
minutes. Video with watermarks and copyrighted music will not be approved.

Video is a great article complement, a high quality video increases the chance of publication.

Recommended video scenes: Slowly pan over the entire exterior (ground view and drone view) and 
slowly pan through each room of the interior (with eventual pauses, zooming in on relevant details).

OBS! Make sure that your URL is public or that the right permission is granted for us to download your media.

Media sharing*Required

Description
Description file format: .PDF or .DOCX. Recommended 200 – 500 words. Please double check the 
spelling and grammar!

http://www.archoskar.com/


Interview questions

[Not needed if you already have a project description] The interview consists of seven 
questions/categories, the 5W1H (who, why, when, where, what & how) and a short summary of 
the project (details beyond the 5W1H). Try to answer each question with about 150–280 
characters.
Each question/category provides some help-questions, feel free to go beyond these (as long as you stay on the right topic).

WHO
Who was involved in the project? 
Chief architect/s? Design team? 
Construction team? Type of client? 

WHY
Why was the project built? (For a 
particular view? Weekend 
getaway? Family residence?)

HOW
How was the project 
executed? Any special 
equipment? Construction 
techniques?

WHEN
What did the timeframe look like 
for the projects different steps of 
the project? Construction year? 

WHERE
Where is the project located? 
What type of environment is the 
project located in? 

WHAT
What happened? Did 
everything go as planned? Any 
bumps in the road?

Summary
How would you summarize the 
project? (Details beyond the 
5W1H)



FAQ & other

Rights

Fill out our submission form (containing at least the minimum requirements), save the filled out .PDF form and 
send it to hello@architectureoskar.com. OBS! Make sure that your Dropbox link is public or that the right 
permission is granted for us to download your media.

By submitting a project you formally approve ARCH OSKAR's full right to publish that material on all its 
platforms, in any given point of time (past and future). You also confirm that all accreditation is correct, that 
you are the rightful owner of these intellectual properties and/or have the legal right to grant this approval.

How do I submit my project?

Will my project get published?
We pride ourselves on quality over quantity. Once you have submitted your project, it will be reviewed. If it 
meets our quality check it will be published to our e-magazine.

Can I pay to get my project published?

The publication-queue can be very extensive, and a paid partnership is a possible way to get ahead in the 
queue or to showcase a project that doesn't quite stand up to the competition. Please note that it still 
depends on your project's quality, if a paid partnership will work.

Contact us at hello@architectureoskar.com with the subject title “Paid partnership” for further details.

Do I have to answer the Interview questions?
No, the interview is not required, but answering the questions increases your chances of publication.

How long does it take for my project to be published?
We receive a lot of submissions and the publication-queue can be very long, as mentioned above, we 
pride ourselves on quality over quantity. This means that we do not rush any decision and do not want to 
overwhelm our community with a large number of publications. Therefore the timeframe can vary 
depending on the number of submissions and season.

If my project is published, will it be featured on ARCH OSKAR’s social media channels?
Not all projects that are featured in our e-magazine will be featured in our social media channels. It 
depends on the quality and uniqueness of the project.

mailto:hello@architectureoskar.com
mailto:hello@architectureoskar.com
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